
DATA ACCESS UNIT F-20DU-E-SET 

0 This manual provides technical information concerning the operation procedures of the 
F-20DU-E-SET Data Access Unit for the use of the MELSEC F1, Fz, and enhanced F2 series 
programmable controllers. 
Users should ensure that the detail of this manual is studied and understood before 
attempting to use the unit. 

0 Information concerning the programming instructions and the use of the MlTSUBlSHl 
Programmable Controller is covered in a separate manuals. /-7 
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The F-20DU-E-SET and F-20DU-SET differ only in case labelling. The 
package F-20DU-E-SET is in English while the F-20DU-SET is in Japanese. 
Thus the contents of this manual will apply to both types even though 
sometimes only F-20DU is stated. 

These products contain Strategic Products subject to COCOM 
regulations. They should not be exported without authorization 
from the appropriate governmental authorities. 

MlTSUBlSHl ELECTRIC CORP. 



Configuration of product 

The type F-20DU-SET data access unit is used together with the F,, and enhancedkonventional 
F2 series programmable controller to allow the current value of timer, counter or data register 
to be monitored. The setting values of such elements to be modified, and further the operation 
of the step ladder states to be monitored. 
'The F-20DU-SET is composed of the following three parts; 

Type F-20DU data access unit 
The F-20DU data access unit is mounted on the surface of user's operation panel, and is 
provided with various operation keys, red 7-segment indicator, LED, etc. 

Type F-20DF interface unit 
The type F-20DF interface unit is mounted to the basic unit of the programmable controller, 
and connected to the program connector of the programmable controller. 

Type F-20DU-CAB data access cable 
The type F-20DU-CAB data access cable is dedicatedly used to connect between the F-20DU 
and 20DF. (3m) 

Type F-20DF interface unit 

F,, F2 series Programmable controller 

Type F-20DU-CAB data 
access cable 

\ 

Mounting hole (444.5) 

1. k - T  

90 (3.54) 

103 (4.06) 

120 (4.72) 
- 

Panel cut dimension: 103 (4.06) X 143 (5.63) 

Main unit dimension: 120 (4.72) x 174 (6.85) 

depth: 50 (1.97) 

mm (inch) 
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Object setting elements 

When the small window cover (arranged at the rear side of type F-20DU access unit) is opened, 
the following select switches are found and are used to permitlforbid the modification of 
settable object elements. 

S W I  

RAM 

RAM, D 

D,Dt, Dc 

0 When turned to "RAM", side, it is possible to modify the 
settings (value of constant "K" after OUT instruction) of 
timer or counter, stored in the program memory (RAM). 

When switched to "RAM, D", both K value & Data registers 
can be accessed. For security reasons always switch to 
"RAM" position when data registers are not accessed. 

0 When turned to "D, Dt, Dc" side, it is possible to modify 
the setting of data register, or the setting value register of 
timer and counter. 

Note 

(1 )  When the contents of setting value register (Dt, Dc) of timer and counter is other than "0", 
the value becomes valid. 
When it is "O", the value of constant "K" stored in the program memory is used. 

When the functional instruction F670 K5 has been driven, the value of constant "K" stored 
in the program memory is used at  all times even if the contents of Dt, Dc is other than 
I, 0 . 

r\ 
(2) 

(3) Dt, and Dc are valid only to F2 series. 
The select switch is turned to "RAM" or "RAM, D" position for F1 series. 

FORBID 

PERMIT 

0 When the switch is turned to "FORBID", it is for 
monitoring only. It is not possible to modify only values. 

0 When the switch is switched to "PERMIT" side, it is 
possible to execute the monitoring, and modifications. 

sw2 
A pass word security measure is also provided. 
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Small 
cover 

winda 

sw1 

sw2 

Prevention of undesired modifications 

0 To store the pass word No. it 
is necessary to prepare a type 
F2-40BL lithium battery as an 
optional extra. 

0 Even if there is no battery 
provided, the equipment is 
capable of holding the 
password against power 
interruption for approx. one 
week. 

For the password procedure, 
see the page-12. 
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Installation of interface 
unit 

Install the interface unit. 

dvance, install the unit 

0 Re 
co 

With an adaptor thickness of 33mm ta 
into account, secure a space of over 
30-50mm on the upper surface. Programmable 

controller 

iken 

Installation of type 
F-20DU main unit 

I I 

Install the unit F-20DU on the surface of the operation panel in accordance with the procedure 
shown on page-1. Secure a space of over 30 mm-50 mm at the rear side with the thickness (50 
mm) of the main unit taken into consideration. 

Installation of signal 
cable 

The connectors at each end of cable may be located at either the adaptor or the main unit side, 
however, be sure to align the projection (for prevention of wrong insertion) with the concave 
part of component. Also, be sure to fix both ends of the cable to the panel by using the attached 
cord holder. 



.- . 

Type F-20,DF interface unit 

Prog ra m ma ble 
controller 

holder 

Cord + access cable 
Type F-2ODU-CAB data 

Type F-2ODU data 
access unit 

Execute the wiring of data 
access cable separately from holder 
other power wires. 

Cord 
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The panel surface of type F-20DU 
data access unit is as shown on 
the left. 

w Indication LED for key selected 

Element No., setting value, current value, 
etc. are displayed. 

Element w key (timer, counter, data register, state) 

Numeral key and operation key 

When MONITOR key is depressed, 
MONITOR LED is turned on and it 
becomes possible to monitor current 
value. 

When SETTING key is depressed, 
CONSTANT LED is turned on, and 
setting operation is ready. 

When CLEAR key is depressed, all 
indications are turned off and it is ready to 
start a new operation. 

+ key and - key are used to increment/decrement the element No. being displayed. 
When these keys are kept depressed, the stepping operation is executed automatically, which 
provides the same function as the repeated key depression operation. 

0 

I 

1 
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Status indication 
0 Status indication and buzzer 

When the operations as shown on the left are executed, 
the following state indications are executed by the 
programmable controller. 

b- I- r 7 r 7  Programmable controller 
ZII LtI-  STOP 

I #  Programmable controller 
normal RUN I- IJr-r 

L ~ I  I t  I c Battery voltage drop L cf I- 1- - b- 

Key buzzer exists for assurance 

: Programmable controller CPU 
error 

- 171-  - 1- : Programmable controller ;-'I- ,,,#-I c 

;-,- ;+, '5 - - c I' 

program error 

: Transmission error 

When the operation shown on the left is performed, the 
key depression checking buzzer is operated. 

When the operation shown on the left is performed, the 
key depression checking buzzer will not be operated. 
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Monitoring of T, C, D current values 

It is possible to monitor the current values of current value register (Rt, Rc) of timer, counter, 
and of data register (D). The switches SW1 & SW2 at the back of the F-20DU have no effect on 
these operations. (They are only write protect switches). 

Either T, C, or D LED is turned on, 
depending upon which key was pressed. 

key in m]. When a mistake is made, key in 
correct No. in succession. 
Depress T, C, D keys to change the 
element. 

Designated element 
No. and its current 
value are displayed. 

operation 

Next and last 
element Nos. and 
their current values 
can be displayed. 

Current value of 
succeeding elements 
are displayed as 
shown in the left 
diagram. 

I 
Mode is changed to single display mode or 
double display mode each time ENTER key 
is depressed. 

0 
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Optional Addressing of T, C, D Nos. 

Either one of T, C, D element Nos. shown in the following table may be used when executing 
the monitor operation or setting modification. 
For instance, T I  may be pressed instead of T50. 

T 50 - 57 T1 - 8 D700 - 707 D 1 - 8  

T450 - 457 T 9 -  16 D710 - 717 D 9 - 1 6  

I I I D57 - 64 D770 - 777 C660 - 667 C25 - 32 

T550 - 557 

T650 - 657 

C 60 - 67 

C460 - 467 

C560 - 567 

Monitoring of activated STL state No. 

T17 - 24 D720 - 727 D17 - 24 

T25 - 32 D730 - 737 D25 - 32 

D33 - 40 C 1  - 8  D740 - 747 

C 9 - 1 6  D750 - 757 D41 - 48 

C17 - 24 D760 - 767 D49 - 56 

It is possible to read/display the state No. under operation in accordance with the following 
procedure. 

When S key is depressed, state LED is 
turned on. 

I Corr_ection , .  
Chose monitor code "0" to "7:" If "0" is 
chosen, the lowest "ON" state No. is 
displayed. If "1" is chosen, the next lowest 
"ON" state No. is displayed etc. 

Monitor Nos. 0-7 and 
operation state No. are 
displayed. 

Monitor code No. is 
incremented/decrem- 
ented. 

Successive "ON" 
state elements can be 
displayed together. 
e.g. 2nd lowest and 
3rd lowest "ON" 
states. 

Mode is changed to single display mode or 
double display mode each time ENTER key 
is depressed. 
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I 

+ + + 1 

- 8 branches of 6 states 
I I 

i r  
1st branch 

i r  
8th branch 

f-3 Monitor No. 

If the monitor No. "0" is designated 
while the states S601, S607, S615, ... 
S640 are turned on at the same time as 
shown at left diagram, "601" is 
displayed. 

If the monitor Nos. "1, 2, .... 7". are 
designated, "607", "61 5", . .. "640" are 
displayed in turn respectively. 

If the No. "0" has been designated in 
the I eft d i a g ra m , "60 1 " , " 602 " , "603 " , 
etc. are displayed in turn, as the state 
progresses. 
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The write permitlforbid switch (SW2) is situated at  the rear of the unit and should be-switched 
to permit to allow new values to be entered. SW1 should be set with regard to the following 

- 

Data register 

table: 

Setting registers “K” in program (RAM) % 

r 

I RAM.D ! 0 
X I  1 X N.B 

cannot be 
made if ROM 
or EEPROM 
cassettes are 
used. 

%Changes 

Either of T, C, or D LED is turned on, 
depending upon which key was depressed. 

Key in [m], or a for instance. 
When wrong No. is keyed in, key in correct 
No. in succession. 

Depress T, C, D keys for new element. 

Designated element 
No. and present 
value are displayed. 

- J /  

ENTER 

Next and last 
element Nos. and 
their present values 
are displayed. 

Display is changed to show new key-in 

keyed in. 

It becomes possible to modify the values of 

key appropriately. 

, data digit by digit as the new values are 

- other elements by operating key and 

Note: Data changes by the above operation is immediate. However, due to the operations of 
the PC, changes while an element is under operation will only become effective in the 
next operation of the element. (i.e. after reset) 

r\ 
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Prevention of undesired value modifications 

Even while the switch (SW2) arranged at rear side of the F-20DU is turned to "PERMIT", it is 
possible to prevent unauthorized modification by using the pass word No. as shown below; 

[l] Setting of pass word No. 

Pass word No. SET indication 

[2] Modification FORBID operation 

LOCK indication FORBID code No. 

Remember that any modification will be invalid if the above FORBID operation is executed 
after the setting of pass word No. 

[3] Modification PERMIT operation 

FREE indication Pass word No. 

This is to reset the FORBID condition by using the pass word No. 

[4] Deletion of set pass word No. 

pass word No. DELET indication 

It is possible to delete the set pass word No. for modifications to be made freely by the above 
operations. 
When it is necessary to forbid modifications, it is necessary to perform the password setting 
operation again. (before setting to LOC mode) 
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Note: Holding of pass word No. in the event of power failure 

12 hrs 

72 hrs (3 days) 

168 hrs (7 days) 

When there occurs any power failure for period exceeding the time shown in the above table, 
the pass word No. is lost. 
If a lithium battery is mounted, it is possible to hold the memory of pass word No. for approx. 
five years. 
Since "LOCK" indication will not be displayed during the FORBID operation, execute the 
password setting operation again in case the password is lost. 
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General specifications 

Power source r 
Working ambient 
temperature 

Working ambient 
humidity 

Vi bration-proof 

I Shock-proof 

Working atmosphere 

Keyboard 

I Display 

DC5Vk5%, 100 mA 
(supplied from programmable controller) 

0°C - 55°C 

45%RH 09 85%RH (Without dew) 

_____ 

As per JIS C0911 
10 - 55 Hz, 0.5mm (2G, max.) 
2hours to each direction of 3 axes 

As per JIS C0912 
10 G (three times to each direction of 3 axes) 

Must be free from corrosive gas and excessive dust. 

Key sheet type (20 keys) using polycarbonated flat film 

7-digit red, 7-segment type (4.5 X 7mm) 
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F90DU data access unit mm (inch) 

Type F-2ODF interface unit 

Type F-2ODU-CAB 
access cable 

mm (inch) 

50 (1.97) l-4 

4-44.5 Mounting hole 

7 

I r  

L 
I 
I,, 

The F-20DU-SET is packaged together with the above three units. 
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Appendix: List of key operations 

@ Monitor of operation state No. 

0 Monitor of current value 
and mod if icati ons 

Setting /deleting of 
pass word No. 

Password No. 

n 

0 Setting modification PERMIT/FORBID 

0 Indication of programmable 
controller condition 

STOP, RUN, BAT-E  

CPU-E, PROG-E 

TRANS-E indication 

0 Key depression 
checking buzzer 

/- /- 1- 
I- I- E E 
/ /-r I- 
L 1-t L 

SET indication 

DELETE indication 

FREE indication 

LOCK indication 

Buzzer: Valid 

Buzzer: Inoperative 
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TROU BLE-SHOOTING n 
..- ~ Symtorns faultholution 

no power indication 

Keys have no effect 

Static readout during monitor 

Cannot change values in Timers, 
Counters. 

Cannot change data register 

Key buzzer not operate 

0 

0 

Does Programmable controller have Power? 
Is F-20DF interface properly connected to PC? 

0 Is the Panel F-20DU properly connected to the F-20DF via F-20DU-CAB? 

0 Is PC in RUN mode? 
0 Is element in program? 

0 

0 

For F1-PC: 

F-20DU SW2 switch to Permit? 
Is password used in LOCK mode? 

SW1 switched to D, Dt, Dc? 
F1, has not Dt, Dc. 

Is setting register inhibit function F670 K5 ON? 

if so, "K" value not valid for change. 

For F2-PC: 

0 Is ROM/EPROM cassette used? 

0 Element in program? 

0 Is SW2 switched to permit? 
Is SW1 switched to D? 
Is password used and in LOCK mode? 
Has PC data register element? 

0 

0 

0 Silent mode ON? 
To SOUND mode: 

Error Displays: 
,(-- 

E l -  1 
1- 1: I-  I= 7 

1: I- I- 3 
E l -  1 1  7 

Element not in program 

K value not in program 
SW2 in forbid position 
SWl not in apporpriate position 

- 1: 5 Password lock (write forbid) 
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MlTSUBlSHl ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
HEAD OFFICE MlTSUBlSHl DENKI BLDG MARUNOUCHI TOKYO 100 TELEX J24532 CABLE MELCO TOKYO 

JY 992 D.1440 1 A 

-\ 

The specifications and designs are subject to change without notice. 
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